To the Editor: Strother and Rottenberg raise three concerns in their letter about our method for the correction of global PET data for cerebral at rophy (Herscovitch et aI., 1986) . These are that sampling by the tomograph in the axial direction was inadequate, that our technique is not appro priate for positron emission tomography (PET) images derived from nonlinear models, and finally, that our approach may not be valid for individual regions of interest. We will address each of these issues in turn.
Strothers and Rottenberg note that adequate sampling in the field of view of a tomographic de vice is required to minimize aliasing artifacts. This observation was based on both computer simula tions and imaging experiments designed to demon strate the effect of insufficient transverse sampling on reconstructed two-dimensional images (Huang et aI., 1980) . The axial sampling rate of the PETT VI tomograph, as well as that of other tomographs in current use, is less than that required to recon struct a tomographic image without aliasing errors. However, in our atrophy correction method, we do not reconstruct in the axial plane but only use transverse reconstructions. Thus, the sampling re quirements for two-dimensional transverse recon struction should not be extrapolated to the axial di mension in which no reconstruction takes place. Current positron emission tomographic reconstruc tion assumes uniformity in the axial direction. The error introduced by axial nonuniformity applies to all PET measurements, not only those involving CSF spaces, in which structures are nonuniform in the axial direction.
Partial volume averaging in the axial direction, as well as in the transverse plane, affects quantitation with PET (Mazziotta et aI., 198 1; Kessler et aI., 1984) . Thus, a cold spot such as a CSF space, will have a greater impact on a tomographic image if it lies near the axial mid-point of the tomographic slice rather than at the periphery of the slice. How ever, in a multi-slice tomograph with axial full width at half-maximum approximately equal to the inters lice distance, a cold spot midway between two adjacent slices will contribute to both slices. In this case, contributions from the overlapping tails of the axial point spread function to each slice, in the region between the two slices, will approximate the height of the point spread function. Although the contribution to either slice will not exactly re flect the fraction of CSF space involved, this frac tion will be quite accurately reflected in the counts recorded over the combined volume of both slices. Vol. 6, No.5. 1986 The second concern raised by Strother and Rot tenberg is that our technique is not appropriate for metabolic images derived from nonlinear models, that is, models in which the local radiotracer con centration is not directly proportional to the value of the physiologic variable being measured. This issue is conceptually similar to the effect of tissue heterogeneity on the accuracy of nonlinear tracer kinetic models (Lammertsma et aI., 1981; Hersco vitch and Raichle, 1983; Herscovitch et aI., 1983) . Because of limited spatial resolution, a PET image pixel or region of interest will usually receive tissue count contributions from both gray and white matter. If the tracer-kinetic model involved is non linear, the metabolic value computed from the average local radiotracer concentration will not equal the true weighted metabolic value of the gray and white matter components contributing to the tissue count data. The greater the model deviates from nonlinearity, the greater the error. Similarly, because of limited spatial resolution and partial volume averaging, counts originating in an area of brain tissue may "spill over" into an adjacent, met abolically inactive area, e.g., CSF, and a metabolic value be computed in the latter area. If the model is nonlinear, the average metabolic value calculated from all the pixels in both areas will not equal the true weighted average of the local physiologic values that produced the underlying radioactivity distribution. Analogously, a metabolic measure ment obtained by averaging all intracranial pixels may deviate from the true global value, due to model nonlinearity. However, the measured global value, and the correction of this value for the inclu sion of metabolically inactive CSF spaces, will be inaccurate only to the extent that the tracer-kinetic model involved deviates from linearity. We have shown that our blood flow model has a near-linear relationship between tissue counts and flow in the range of human CBF, and therefore, tissue hetero geneity causes little error (Herscovitch et aI., 1983) . Similarly, we have shown that our CMR02 model, although mathematically nonlinear, behaves in a near-linear fashion in the face of tissue hetero geneity (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) . Our at rophy correction technique can be used for meta bolic images derived from nonlinear models with the same degree of inaccuracy that occurs with these models in heterogenous regions of interest. With both our CBF and CMR02 methods, this inac curacy is small.
Most PET tracer-kinetic models are nonlinear. Thus, because of limited spatial resolution and tissue heterogeneity, they will provide regional measurements that are inaccurate depending on the degree of nonlinearity. If the argument were correct that our CSF correction technique is not appro priate for metabolic images derived from nonlinear models, then similar logic would lead one to falsely conclude that all such images are equally inappro priate for the measurement of local physiology with PET.
The third concern of Strother and Rottenberg, that our global correction is not valid for individual regions of interest, recapitulates what was said in the last two paragraphs of our paper. Clearly, we described a global correction technique; and we doubt that anyone in this Journal's readership would be led to apply globally derived correction factors to regional PET measurements.
We agree with Condon and colleagues that beam hardening artifacts, partial volume averaging, and the threshold used to distinguish CSF from brain pixels affect the determination of CSF volume by x-ray computed tomography (CT). However, their estimate of 20-30% error in CSF volume measure ments (Wyper et al., 1979) was made at a time when CT technology was less developed than at present. Furthermore, their estimate included the potential effect of edema or hematoma on the threshold value and the resultant CSF volume mea surement. Neither of these conditions was present in our subjects. Our method for determining the CSF volumetric index (Gado et al., 1982) is re stricted to seven slices (total thickness 56 mm), ex cluding the highest slices and the skull base to re duce partial volume and beam hardening effects. Furthermore, the threshold selection is improved by a preclassification smoothing operation to re duce the influence of random gray scale noise present in the CT scanner. The approach of Condon and colleagues to estimate the CSF volume by using a magnetic resonance imaging pulse sequence designed to destroy signal from all intracranial tissue with the exception of CSF is very attractive.
